
DETAILING PACKAGES



WHAT WE DO
To understand what we do, you must first 
understand the basic principles of detailing. Every 
vehicle is different and must be treated and 
appraised upon its own merit. Many detailers will 
always try to steer you towards their most in 
depth and expensive packages. In actual fact, 
most vehicles and indeed their customers may 
not necessarily require this. Our aim is to give the 
best, most honest and most professional advice 
about yours and your vehicle’s requirements. No 
vehicle will leave our studio until we are 
absolutely certain we have delivered the results 
you have requested and expect. We want to 
surpass these wherever possible.

This guide is designed to help you piece together 
the package that you want for your vehicle. Many 
of our services are offered as ‘add-ons’ to allow 
you to create your own bespoke package, 
selecting the vehicle treatments that you want.

If you are at all un-sure as to what your vehicle 
requires, please do not hesitate to ask us and we 
will make sure to give you the best possible 
advice.



base packages

Each vehicle detail must begin with a 
base/preparation treatment. The next four pages 
outline our four different packages, you must 
select one of these as a base. After which you may
choose one of our Protection Packages and any 
additional add-ons you require.



option 1 – new car detail

“It’s a brand new car, why on earth would it need detailing?!”

A commonly heard phrase within our industry! When a new car is built, 
through their final stage on the production line, they can commonly pick up 
sanding marks, paint marring, hazing and holograms. Once off the production
lines, cars travel hundreds if not thousands of miles from their place of
manufacture to your dealer. Often stored in industrial areas, transported by
rail or by sea. This process can see a whole world of paint contamination 
bonding to the vehicle. When your car arrives at the dealer, it’s then up to them 
to prepare the vehicle and unfortunately the standard to which this is carried 
out is significantly below par due to their time and financial constraints.

With our new car detail, we want to truly present to you a vehicle that is ‘as 
new’, giving it the best possible start in life. 

During this process we will:

- Fully decontaminate the vehicle through several wash stages to include:  
Citrus pre-wash, snow foam, iron fallout removal, tar deposit removal, 
surface contaminant removal using a clay bar, glass cleaned, wheels and 
arches decontaminated and conditioned, convertible hood treatment where 
applicable.

- Fully dry the vehicle using a contactless vehicle blower and plush microfiber 
towels.

- Thoroughly inspect the vehicle following  a wipe down with isopropyl alcohol 
using specialist inspection lighting and paint depth measuring tools.

- Polishing: A single stage machine polish using an enhancement  compound 
to lift light imperfections and swirl marks from the paint leaving greatly 
improved level of gloss in readiness for the application of your chosen Paint 
Protection.

PRICES 

FROM £200
1-2 Days Required



option 2 – enhancement detail

Our most common package, and in most cases, all your vehicle will ever need. 

The Enhancement Detail will truly transform the look of your vehicle and give it a 
completely new lease of life. It can shave years off the car’s appearance and bring
most well-maintained vehicles back to looking brand new, if not better! It’s a more 
in-depth process than the new car detail as often there’s more imperfections to 
correct, but you’d be amazed just how much this can transform your vehicle.

The process consists of:

- Fully decontaminate the vehicle through several wash stages to include:  Citrus 
pre-wash, snow foam, iron fallout removal, tar deposit removal, surface 
contaminant removal using a clay bar, glass cleaned, wheels and arches 
decontaminated and conditioned, convertible hood treatment where applicable.

- Fully dry the vehicle using a contactless vehicle blower and plush microfiber 
towels.

- Thoroughly inspect the vehicle following  a wipe down with isopropyl alcohol 
using specialist inspection lighting and paint depth measuring tools.

- Polishing Process: In most cases this will require a two-stage machine polish. 
The first being a cutting compound to remove most  light scratches, swirls and 
imperfections followed by a second stage finishing polish to even out the surface 
and create a deep, gloss finish ready for the installation of your chosen protection 
package.

PRICES 

FROM £300
2-3 Days Required



option 3 – PAINT CORRECTION

Or ‘The full shebang!’ as I like to call it.

Paint correction is a term used too loosely in detailing circles. You hear many less 
experienced detailers and valeters offering ‘paint correction’ services in one day at 
suspiciously low prices, when in actual fact it is simply not possible. Paint 
Correction in itself is the art of polishing. As a guide, in order to carry out true paint 
correction, most vehicles will require in excess of 20 hours polishing. It truly is the 
pursuit of perfection. It may not be for everyone, and nor is it cheap, but seeing the 
results of it having been done properly really is something to behold.

As every vehicle is different, it’s hard to pin point exactly what comes under this 
category, as we will only undertake paint correction after a full vehicle inspection. 
It will however include every stage from our Enhancement Detail, but with a far 
more extensive polishing process. Typically a 3 stage process.

Please contact us directly to discuss this service and arrange your vehicle 
appraisal.

PRICES 

FROM £POA
3+ Days Required



option 4 – SPECIALIST DETAIL

This category is designed to accommodate for the various different
kinds of vehicle we  enhance. 

We specialize in the following:

- Matte Paint Finishes
- Motorcycle Detailing
- Commercial Vehicle Detailing

If your vehicle falls under any of these categories, please contact us to 
discuss your requirements and we’ll then be able to appraise the 
vehicle and explain exactly what packages we’re able to offer for you

PRICES 

FROM £POA



paint protection

We offer our customers various Paint Protection 
packages to suit their needs. 

We will only use products we have carefully chosen 
as market leaders, offering the best in terms of 
performance, durability and value for money.

You can select any of these protection packages 
alongside any of our detailing packages.

The icing on the cake! 



1. Stjarnagloss
Hybrid Wax - £65

• A high performance wax sealant. 
Stjarnagloss’ Hybrid Wax buffs to a beautiful 
shine, while its ability to fill blemishes 
creates an even and repellent surface 
keeping your vehicle cleaner for longer and 
retaining its shine for months.

• 3-6 months durability



2. CARBON 
COLLECTIVE Oracle 
Ceramic Coating - £120

• Oracle is one of the most advanced coatings Carbon 
Collective have ever created, with ultra hydrophobic 
properties and unparalleled gloss enhancement.
It is also one of the most diverse coatings on the 
market. Oracle allows you to spend more time driving & 
less time cleaning, creating a highly repellant coating 
on the surface which is extremely low maintenance, no 
more waxing or re-application is needed.

• 3.5H Hardness

• 18-24 months durability



3. CARBON COLLECTIVE 
Dual Layer Ceramic 
Coating - £180

• Using the hard properties of Platinum Paint as a base, with a 
second layer of Oracle on top, here we create the perfect 
combination or durability and gloss enhancement. The base, 
with it’s 7H hardness acts as a glass like layer on the paint to 
protect from light scratches and swirls, while Oracle’s 3.5H 
hardness and advances gloss enhancing, repellent and 
hydrophobic properties enhance your vehicles appearance. 
Combining the two drastically increases the coating’s 
durability, meaning your car will keep coming up as new for 
years to come.

• 3.5H  and 7H Hardness

• 24-36 months durability



4. CARBON 
COLLECTIVE Pro Range 
Ceramic Coating- £300

• The jewel in our crown! These products we believe are among the best in the 
market for vehicle paint protected. Introduced in November 2019, these highly 
advanced and innovative coatings offer incredible results.

• Base Layer - Molecule Ceramic Coating

• A true 9H ultra-hydrophobic coating. Once applied, the coating becomes the 
active layer on top of the surface, protecting against scratches, swirls, 
chemicals, bird droppings UV rays.

• Top Coat - Nero Ceramic Coating

• The diamond-infused coating is an ultra-hydrophobic coating which can be 
used on PPF, vinyl wrapped or painted finishes.

• Nero has a high active content, consisting of diamond particles, this helps to 
maximise gloss & protection whilst aiding the self-healing process, helping 
to keep your paint swirl free for longer.

• When used as a topcoat over our 9H Molecule Ceramic Coating, it increasing 
scratch resistance and durability up to 7 years.

• 5-7 years durability



GLASS PROTECTION -
£35

Platinum Glass has been formulated from the 
same technology as our Platinum Wheels & 
Platinum Paint coatings. Using strong chemical 
bonds, the coating becomes the new functional 
layer on the glass surface.
When applied, wiper blade use is significantly 
reduced as the superhydrophobic sheeting 
properties of Platinum Glass start at speeds as 
low as 30MPH. This increases visibility to create a 
safer driving experience.
Durability is a minimum of 6 months on front & 
rear screens. However, on side windows the 
durability is 12-24 months.



‘Wheels-off’ ALLOY 
WHEEL 
DECONTAMINATION & 
CERAMIC PROTECTION 
PACKAGE – £70-£160

Platinum Wheels sealant is an ultra-durable 9H 
coating which can be used on painted, powder 
coated, bare metal aluminium and stainless 
finishes. Once applied, the coating becomes the 
active layer on top of the wheels surface, protecting 
them from dirt, brake dust, contaminants & even 
scratches with a resistance to heat up to 350 
degrees, 

Prices vary depending on levels of polishing/prep 
required, whether we coat just the facias or the 
entire wheel, calipers etc. Please contact us for a 
quote.

18-24 Months Durability



INTERIOR DETAILING 
PACKAGES – FROM £50 
TO £250

Our interior detailing packages follow the same formula as
our exterior packages, ranging from a deep, antibacterial 
clean, to full in depth decontamination and ceramic 
protection.

We use a range of market leading products from brands 
including Gyeon Quartz, Gtechniq, Carbon Collective and 
Autogylm to perfect your car’s interior.

Whether it’s a leather treatment, trim coatings or fabric 
sealant, every method and product used will be designed to 
suit your desired results.

For an interior appraisal, please give us a call to discuss 
your requirements.

Our interior packages can be treated as an add-on to any of 
our exterior detailing packages.



THANK YOU!! 
PHONE/WHATSAPP – Daniel Muff – 07717 376 846

EMAIL – muffwash@gmail.com 

Unit 11 Deanway Business Park, 
Wilmslow, Cheshire, SK9 3HW


